Activate Alex Robot in three steps
1

INSTALLATION OF
PERIMETER WIRE

(no visible wire, no need to dig
up the garden)

2

Robot
Lawn mower

Random Operation

STATION
POSITIONING

(Alex will return to the charging
station in case of low battery or rain)

3

PROGRAMMING

(easy programming equipped with a
simple manual)

Charging
station

Discover Alex, your new
friend in the garden
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HERE’S WHY

IS YOUR GARDEN FRIEND

A GREEN AND WELL-MANICURED LAWN. The duration
and quality of a lawn depends on the cutting. The natural reuse of lawn
clippings (e.g. MULCHING* effect) increases a lawn’s resistance to diseases,
drought and insects. Furthermore, the more frequent the cutting, the lower the
stress to the lawn which improves its appearance. Alex is recommended for
2
gardens up to 250m .
SAVING OF TIME. You no longer have to push the lawnmower, to collect
the grass, put it into bags and throw it way. More free time.

SAVING OF MONEY.

Less fertiliser because the grass clippings
provide about ¼ of the annual requirement. Less water because the lawn
clippings cover around 80% of the requirement.

Best of all its:

SAFE.

The robot features a NEW and EXCLUSIVE SAFE BLADE SYSTEM that recognises the grass (and only cuts
grass). An intelligent blade that perfectly cuts only the grass surface thanks to the unique and innovative
shape of the blade. And if it is lifted, the blade stops. No problem with Alex in your garden.

SAFE BLADE

Max. cutting area (-20%) *

ECO-FRIENDLY. No need to collect the grass and put it into bags. Grass

recycling.

when battery is low. Also works in the rain, but can return to the station (by
activating the special “rain sensor” function).

SILENT. Makes no noise. Therefore, it can work during the day or night.
POWERFUL. Can handle slopes of up to 45%. It can manage any shape

of garden.

DESIGN and STYLE. Italian technology and design of the highest

quality for your garden.

20-60

Manageable slopes (%)

45%

Maximum slope (%)

35%

Max. slope next to edge (%)

20%

Cutting disc (cm)

via an user-friendly display that makes programming easy. It does it all.

Noise level - dB(A)
Motor type

*Do you know what grass recycling
means? MULCHING effect
Mulching is the natural reuse of grass clippings. The
grass left on the lawn at the time of mowing decomposes rapidly, releasing about 80% of water as well
as nutrients into the soil.
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Cutting height (mm)

Areas managed

EASY. Installation and maintenance are simple; the robot is easy to operate
INTELLIGENT. Detects obstacles. Returns to the charging station

TECHNICAL DATA

Ground speed (m/min)
Lithium-Ion battery (25 Volts)
Recharging Mode

2
25
(patented
safe blade)
72-65
Brushed
25
2.3Ah
Automatic

Charging station
Avg. working time +-20%

0:40

Display
Safety lifting handle
Rain sensor
Bluetooth console
PIN code alarm
Perimeter wire length (m)

100

Fastening pegs

100

Robot weight - incl. batteries
(kg)

9,5

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

OPTIONAL

